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Direct	Imaging	Challenges

“Pale Blue Dot” photo by Voyager 1, 1990
distance = 40.5 AU = 0.0002 pc

Earth



Direct Imaging Challenges
stellar companion,
30 AU.  Earth-like
planet would be 
~10^7 fainter.	

IR Hale Telescope (AO) image of Gliese 105 (~ 9 pc).



Contrast vs. Separation.  Colored circles show a simulation of model planets, ranging in size from Mars-
like to several times the radius of Jupiter, placed in orbit around ~200 of the nearest stars within 30 pc. 
The model assumes roughly four planets per star with a mixture of gas giants, ice giants, and rocky 
planets, and a size and radius distribution consistent with Kepler results. Color indicates planet mass 
while size indicates planet radius. Crosses represent known radial velocity planets at their maximum 
possible contrast values. (WFIRST website)
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Differential Imaging, ADI

• In order to try to separate the planets from the 
speckles, the community has employed a 
number of differential imaging techniques, 
which attempt to subtract the telescope PSF, 
hopefully, leaving only planetary light behind.

• The most important of these is called ADI, 
which relies on the diurnal rotation of the sky 
to move the planet with respect to the PSF.



ADI principles

R.	Claudi,	 (http://www.iiassvietri.it/down/ases_2015/Lectures_notes/DI_5.pdf)



ADI	principles

R.	Claudi,	 (http://www.iiassvietri.it/down/ases_2015/Lectures_notes/DI_5.pdf)



β pic results from MagAO Clio, ADI (KLIP) processing. 
(Morzinski et al. 2015)



HD106906 pic results from GPI, ADI (KLIP) processing. 
Kalas et al. 2015)
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So, why are ADI images problematic 
in practice? – Big Reasons

• ADI implicitly assumes that the aberrations are not evolving 
during the course of the observing period (hours, days, or 
more).  But, due to varying mechanical and thermal stress, 
they are.

• ADI will remove any feature with circular symmetry, whether 
or not it part of the image.  Thus, it is not true imaging.

• Self-subtraction is very problematic
since the most informative images
are the closest in time and have the
least diurnal rotation. 

(Marois, SPIE 2010)



So, why are ADI images problematic 
in practice? – Little Reasons

• Wind characteristics change over time, 
resulting in a turbulent PSF that changes

• Time variable rotation rate (fastest at zenith)
• Any pointing jitter changes PSF with 

coronagraph
• Complicated polarization effects in telescope

optics (esp. for slightly polarized host stars)
• Statistical penalty increases towards center
• Speckle cancellation/“dark hole” methods 

won’t work nearly as well in space 





This shows the IDEALIZED (no 
differential aberration) SDI 
response pattern for 4 different 
on/off methane band flux ratios.  
Difficult to calibrate.  Not 
helpful near λ/D (0.05’’ for 
VLT).  
(Rameau et al. 2015)
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This shows the IDEALIZED (no 
differential aberration) for 
combined SDI/ADI response 
pattern for 4 different on/off 
methane band flux ratios.  
Difficult to calibrate.  Should be 
better near λ/D (0.05’’).  
(Rameau et al. 2015)





Mawet et al. (2014) 



Mawet et al. (2014) 



Then, what can be done?  The 
planets look like speckles and the 

speckles look like planets.



Or do they?



• In 2012 Szymon Gladysz told me about his 
work (JOSAA 27, A64, 2010)  involving AO 
images in which the exposures were not too 
long to completely average over the 
turbulence statistics (which evolves on 10^-3 
s time-scales).   

• His work established that, at short exposure 
stellar speckles and planets have different 
statistical distributions of  the intensity in the 
image.

• I tried to understand why…





My Coronagraph Simulations

• I started with a series of  4000 measured 
wavefronts from the AEOS AO system 
(thanks to  Lewis Roberts at JPL)

• Then I simulated how a simple stellar 
coronagraph would respond to these 
wavefronts

• I included “unknown” aberration in the 
optical system, including a sinusoidal term 
with a spatial frequency that placed a 
speckle exactly over the simulated planet.



Aberration (pupil plane)

Aberration used in simulation (sinusoid + 
Zernicke polynomials).



Image of  Star w/ Aberration

Image plane manifestation of aberration 
used in simulation (flat wavefront).  One of 
the dots is exactly coincident with a planet.



Movie: No Coronagraph
log(intensity)



Coronagraph (no companion)
sqrt(Intensity)



Coronagraph (Companion 1%)
sqrt(Intensity)



Red: stellar speckle intensity (normalized at planet position.  Black: 
Planet intensity (normalized) at same position.

I demonstrated this effect analytically using physical optics arguments 
in my 2013 ApJ. 

Coronagraph Simulations



Comprehensive Solution: 
Statistical Inference

• I showed mathematically that the wavefront 
sensor data stream and millisecond 
exposures can be used to simultaneously 
determine the aberrations and the planetary 
image self-consistently.

• Later, I demonstrated that this approach can 
take into account subtle effects of  polarizing 
elements (e.g., mirrors) in the telescope



Statistical Inference



Simulation Parameters
• Incl. shot noise
• Star/planet brightness 10^5 (total)
• Planet brightness 1 photon/millisecond
• Star/planet brightness at planet position 

> 500 (averaged over time)
• Sinusoidal aberration creates speckle over planet
• Planet located at ≈ 3λ/D 
• 4 s of  AOES data (4000 wavefronts) 
• Since there is no rotational (spectral, or other) 

information, no existing other method is capable 
of  separating the planet from the speckle.



Simulation Results
• 20% accuracy of  planetary brightness

• Near perfect estimation of  aberration 
coefficients

• Other simulations show graceful response to 
detector readout noise 

Stars: actual aberration coef.
Points: determined coef. Value

via statistical inference



Can Also Include:

• Diurnal rotation constraints (used by ADI)

• Multi-wavelength constraints (used by SDI)

• Polarization constraints (used by PDI)
• Dark hole strategies, but improved to handle 

multi-planar aberration and multiple DMs

• High frequency vibration detection!



Incidental Benefit: Vibration 
Detection with FP Sensing

• Turbulent modulation of  speckle caused high 
frequency vibrations.  Red: 10 Hz  Black: 100 Hz.

Frazin,
SPIE 2014



Potential Hurdles

• Detector readout noise – New generation of  
NIR detectors is capable of  kHz readout and 
about 1 e noise per pixel.

• Need precise calibration of  WFS – Solve for 
bias and gain errors (as shown in equation)

• 1 kHz rate à 1 M images in 17 m.  Huge 
data processing demand – Sequential 
estimation based on Kalman filtering

• Complicated but interesting statistical issues 
arising from WFS measurement error...





under review (JOSA-A)



Regression Challenges
(simple example):

measured
intensity at

detector
propagation

operator
(integration 

implied) residual phase 
(AO residual)

(pupil plane) aberration
expansion function, e.g.,

Zernike polynomial
(unknown) 

aberration coefficient

unaberrated
stellar speckle 

intensity





where



remember I0  ?

How do you estimate the 
AO residual,        , for the 

regression equations ?
You need to get it from 
the WFS data stream.



Assume the WFS gives us 
some estimate of              .

Let us call it             .  

What happens when we 
replace          with          in 

the expression for I0 ?



In other words, what 
happens if:

?







0

Thus, due to its nonlinearity, this function has an 
attenuation (assuming that δ is mostly real and small 
enough for the Taylor expansion to be valid).



Thus, the integrand of I0 has an attenuation, assuming δ is 
real and small enough for the Taylor expansion to be valid.

Similar considerations apply to the other terms of the H 
matrix in Eqs. (37) and (39), because they all contain the 
same exponential.



Simulation of Bias Effect on I0

• Assume telescope with D = 8 m
• 32 x 32 WFS measuring AO residual with variance 

of 0.3 rad2, corresponding to an “expected” Strehl of 
exp(-0.3) = 0.74.

• The phase error δ was taken to be a set of 574 x 574 
random numbers, variance 0.17 rad2 (24 deg RMS)

• Sim1: correlation length lc = 8.5 cm (1/3 WFS pixel)
• Sim2: correlation length lc = 25 cm (1 WFS pixel)
• Each simulation had 1000 independent realizations 

of δ.



Simulated WFS measurement and pupil mask



Resulting I0 image



Images of 



Line plots of 



What About the Variance?
• We have seen that y and H in the regression 

eqs. will be biased due their nonlinear 
dependence on              .

• But, what about the random part of  the 
error in in y and H, which is a correlated 
form of  noise in these quantities?

• My latest JOSA-A paper provides 
expressions for the covariance of  I0 and H, 
in terms 2nd order stats of  theδfunctions …







No!



Errors in Variables Modeling
• We cannot know the true value of the residual 

phase              , which on which the 
independent variables (IVs) of the regression 
problem depend in a nonlinear fashion.

• This nonlinearity creates biases in the 
estimated values of the IVs.

• Even without this bias, the random component 
of the error  in the IVs can cause biases in the 
results of the statistical inference, which can be 
unacceptable.

• This brings us into an active area of statistics 
research called EiV modeling.



Conclusions

• Differential Imaging (ADI, SDI, etc.) methods 
have fundamental problems, notably time-
variable aberrations.

• They cannot make use of simultaneous ms data 
streams in the SC and WFS.

• I have presented a promising statistical 
inference method that simultaneously 
determines the time-dependent aberrations and 
the planetary image by leveraging the ms data 
streams in the WFS.



Conclusions, con’t
• The statistical inference method can incorporate all 

information sources used by differential imaging 
methods (e.g., diurnal rotation, multi-wavelengths)

• In principle, it overcomes the fundamental limitations 
in differential imaging

• However, the statistical inference itself is still in very 
early development and a number of challenges need to 
be overcome: 

Need good knowledge of WFS estimation error
Difficult regression issues
Size/complexity of computation (Kalman filters)
Optimal hardware design 



C’est Tout


